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CITY LIFTER

MINI FLAT TOP TOWER CRANE

City Lifting Limited Pillar Box Corner, Burnham Road, Mundon, Essex CM9 6NS

Tel: 01621 742978  |   Email: towers@citylifting.co.uk Max. Capacity: 2500 kg
Max. hook height: 150 m
Max. radius: 10 m

Made in Sweden by Artic Crane AB



City Lifter CL25
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Mini Flat Top Tower Crane www.citylifting.co.uk
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0 - 24 m/min 

0 - 1,5 rpm 

3 x 400-480V, 
50/60Hz 

Main Fuse  
  32 Amp 

2500 Kg 

0 - 36 m/min 

 

6, 8 or 10 m 

 

R

Designed according to EN 14439 

C/W     
2x 1280kg 

100 Metres 

Crane Top 
  3500 kg 

Ballast 
13 Tons

 Base Cross     
   3x3 metres 
Weight 1600kg 

Tower section  
  Length 4.8m 
 Weight 500kg 
       Pinned 

The City Lifter CL25 is a product from Artic Crane in Sweden. Capable of lifting to a 
height of 100 metres and having short jib lengths of six, eight and ten metres makes this 
crane ideal for working at the front of city centre projects. The low total weight of the 
crane and the low overturning moment means this crane can be mounted where nothing 
else can. 

Many city centre project use a slow chain hoist or wire rope hoist on runway beams to 
lift materials from street level onto a gantry. The materials are then manually transferred 
to a hoist to get to the required floor. 

The City Lifter can be mounted on the gantry and its mast tied to the building. By using 
scaffold platforms or Samson Hardideck platforms the materials can be lifted straight 
from the delivery vehicle at road level directly to where they are needed saving double 
handling and damage. The working speed of the City Lifter also speeds up the lifting 
operation. Pedestrians can still walk under the gantry for protection. 

The Samson Hardideck platforms are easily installed and moved by the City lifter and can 
even be loaded with materials away from site and simply lifted and attached to the 
required floor level. 

The City Lifter has many other mounting possibilities. A three metre ballasted base cross 
with screw jacks is available. This cross can also be bolted to the building without ballast 
to reduce weight. 

It can also be hydraulically climbed through the building similar to a concrete placing 
boom. Under development is a system of collars that allow the crane to climb 
hydraulically on the edge of the building so there doesn’t have to be a hole in the slab 
and the reach of the crane is maximised. 

Whether it’s a new build or a refurbishment project the City Lifter CL25 can offer a 
good solution for handling materials in city or town centres. 

Steel sheaves 

HBC Radio 
Control 

Free-standing 
10 Metres

This information is supplied without liability and can be subject to technical modifications.
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FIXING
ANCHOR

SCAFFOLD GANTRY  
MAST TIED TO BUILDING

CUSTOM 
PORTAL BASE

BALLASTED BASE ON 
SCREW JACKS

SELF CLIMBING 
THROUGH FLOORS

RAIL TRAVELLING

BOLTED DOWN  
BASE CROSS

CLIMBING OUTSIDE 
EDGE OF BUILDING

CUSTOM STEEL  
GRILLAGE
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